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BEST BET R9 21:17

ASTON
CABARET

Brindle
B

T: Brock Wilson
The Hound Says: Two of two over this track/
distance and she is racing with great confidence.
Drawn to hold the early lead and will be carving
out time on the arm.

NEXT BEST R4 19:39

Shy Apex Fawn B

T: Clint Trengove
The Hound Says: Consistent as they come and she
was a gutsy 22.91 Gawler winner last time out.
Solid record here, drawn to lead, will prove hard to
reel in.

QUADDIE

Race 5 - 3,1,4 
Race 6 - 3,1,8,2 
Race 7 - 3,1,7 
Race 8 - 6,3 

$20 For 27.77%

R1 SPORTSBET 'BET WITH MATES' MAIDEN Maiden 375m 18:39

EDGY GIRL (4) showed good early burn when
placed here on debut and she looks suited in this
event. A clean getaway will see her find the top
quickly and she should prove too zippy. MASKED
HUNTER (8) has been placed in five of six to date
and he will pressure the blue for most of the
journey, while EDGY NORA (5) must be respected.

1. N/A
2. N/A
4. N/A
5. N/A
7. N/A
8. N/A

Tips

R2 VINES FURNITURE ONE 0-2 WIN Mixed 525m 18:55

ARCHER ONE (4) showed some improvement
when scoring at Gawler in a slick 22.81 and he
should appreciate the rise in distance tonight.
WHO KNOWS WENDY (8) has been placed in all
three runs over this journey and she should be
prominent for most of the journey. WHO KNOWS
NASH (1) has a solid record here and he is drawn
to get the breaks.

1. N/A
2. N/A
3. N/A
4. N/A
6. N/A
7. N/A
8. N/A

Tips

R3 THE DEMO CLUB NG1-4 375m 19:20

TRIANGULAR (1) has a good record here to date
and she was dominant when scoring here in
21.88 two runs back. Should pounce on the arm,
will prove hard to reel in. LEKTRA LAD (4) is
having his first look here but he has the class
edge and he can really burn early on. GRACIOUS
GIFT (7) is racing with confidence and she can
come out running.

1. N/A
2. N/A
3. N/A SCR
4. N/A
6. N/A
7. N/A
8. N/A

Tips

R4 THE BROKEN HILL CUP IS COMING 3rd Grade 375m 19:39

SHY APEX (1) returned to form with a strong
22.91 Gawler win last time and she has raced
well here in the past. Drawn to lead and will
prove hard to reel in. DOWN UNDER MISS (3) was
a cracking 21.83 winner here two runs back and
she should challenge the red for most of the
journey. FAR OUT LEXI (6) rarely runs a bad race
here.

1. N/A
2. N/A
3. N/A
4. N/A
6. N/A
7. N/A
8. N/A

Tips

R5 FABTEC - ADVANCED STEEL
FABRICATION

3rd/4th
Grade 375m 20:04

YELLOWHAMMER (3) was a breath-taking 21.47
winner here two runs back and he looks very well
graded again. He should follow the two across
early and he can then go to work mid race.
CAWBOURNE GORDIE (1) returned to form with a
dashing 21.77 win here two runs back and he
exits the same draw tonight. JELLYBEAN JAM (4)
can charge to the line.

1. N/A
2. N/A
3. N/A
4. N/A
5. N/A
6. N/A
7. N/A
8. N/A

Tips

R6 THINKING OF THE HOCKLEY FAMILY Non Graded 525m 20:24

PAUA OF SILENCE (3) has a wonderful winning
strike rate and he has been brilliant since joining
the Trengove kennel. First look here but likely to
have trialled here, so a forward showing is
expected. WHO KNOWS LYN (1) is a track
specialist and she will be better for the run here
when resuming, while ZIPPING MURIEL (8) is a
more than capable type

1. N/A
2. N/A SCR
3. N/A
4. N/A
5. N/A
6. N/A
7. N/A SCR
8. N/A

Tips
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R7 SPORTSBET 'MULTI BET' 4th/5th Grade 375m 20:41

PAT'S STAR (3) was a smart 21.92 winner here
recently and he exits the same draw tonight. He
is armed with a nice turn of foot once balanced
and he will prove hard to hold out. BLIND FROG
(1) was impressive two runs back and she is
drawn to get a nice sit in the early stages. WEST
ON FLARE (7) has a good record here and she can
handle a wide draw.

1. N/A
2. N/A
3. N/A
4. N/A
5. N/A
6. N/A
7. N/A
8. N/A

Tips

R8 THE WORKIES CLUB 5th Grade 375m 20:59

MISS CARA BLACK (6) is far better than her form
indicates and she owns a sizzling 21.72 PB here.
She will appreciate the drop in class and she can
assume control mid race. ICENI JUDA (3) was
impressive here four runs back and he just needs
a little room soon after box rise, while SHAKE IT
UP (2) can come out running and may be value.

1. N/A
2. N/A
3. N/A
4. N/A
5. N/A
6. N/A
7. N/A
8. N/A

Tips

R9 SPORTSBET 'WATCH LIVE NOW' 5th Grade 375m 21:17

ASTON CABARET (1) is two of two over this track/
distance and she is racing with great confidence.
Drawn to hold the early lead and will prove hard
to reel in. LITTLE MISS ELLA (3) is better than her
past two runs and she owns a sizzling 21.88 PB
here, while FAR WEST LAD (7) is well drawn out
wide and he can come out running at times.

1. N/A
2. N/A
3. N/A
4. N/A
5. N/A
6. N/A
7. N/A
8. N/A

Tips

R10 CENTURY 21 5th Grade 375m 21:36

EDGY FRANKY (8) has been simply brilliant in his
two runs to date and he is armed with electric
pace soon after box rise. Should get plenty of
room early and he will be carving out time on the
arm. GROUP EFFORT (7) has been solidly placed
in his past five and he can work into the mix mid
race, while WHO KNOWS TILLY (5) could be the
value runner.

1. N/A
2. N/A
3. N/A
4. N/A
5. N/A
6. N/A
7. N/A
8. N/A

Tips

R11 FAR WEST RURAL SUPPLIES 5th Grade 375m 21:54

AUSSIE WISH (5) has been placed in two of three
here and he will continue to get better with more
racing under his belt. Should clear the inside
division quickly, hard to reel in. WHISKEY
GAMBLES (2) is better than his past few runs and
he can work into the mix mid race. CURIOUS
GAMBLES (3) is capable of causing a minor upset.

1. N/A
2. N/A
3. N/A
4. N/A
5. N/A
6. N/A
7. N/A
8. N/A

Tips
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